A number of new approaches to image coding are being developed to meet the increasing need for a broader range of quality and usage environments for image compression. Several of these new approaches, such as subband coders, are intended to provide higher quality images at the same bit rate as compared to the JPEG standard, because they are not subject to end of block artifacts, or because they are inherently better attuned to the image representation that occurs in the peripheral visual system. Still, in the absence of a pertinent quality criterion, the quality and performance of subband coders, or wavelet coders, can be mediocre. We have developed over the past few years the elements of a methodology applicable to this problem. We reported last year at the SPIE in San Diego, a Comparison of Coding Techniques based on a new Picture Quality Scale (PQS). [1] In that work, we were able to rate coders designed by any criteria, on the basis of performance and quality. The problem that we are now considering is to design the coding technique so as to provide a better quality or a lower bit rate. The image quality, as evaluated by PQS, depends on a combination of several objective distortion factors, which can be identified with perceived coding artifacts, but the design of coders using all the factors is much too complex for an analytical approach. We make use instead of two design methodologies. The first one is to optimize the design of an existing subband coder using PQS as a distortion metric. The second one makes use of a methodology for the design of linear filters based on properties of human perception that we have developed previously and that may provide a tractable design method.
if INTRODUCTION
The coding of still images has now become a comprehensive area of research and development which is relevant to communications and storage applications and to the integration of multimedia capabilities for professional and entertainment use on computers. There is growing interest in the encoding of large, high quality images which can be re-used and incorporated into documents. Although JPEG has been adopted as a standard, other encoding methods are being investigated, because they promise to provide a better trade off of image quality versus bit rate for some applications.
Together with Japanese researchers, one of the co-authors has recently developed a new objective quality metric which correlates much better with the subjective evaluation of image quality as determined by the mean opinion score than the commonly used Mean Square Error or Signal to Noise Ratio. This objective Picture Quality Scale (PQS) makes use of five quality factors which quantify the several forms in which image impairments due to coding will occur. The five factors include the weighted mean square error among them, but also measures of structured errors which occur in the vicinity of high contrast transitions, or more rarely, in flat portions of images. In this paper, we consider the use of such a picture scale for the design of subband and wavelet coders for high quality images. The basis of the choice of subband or wavelet coders, is that preliminary results indicate that they out perform other coders at high quality. To provide a quantitative basis for this statement, we also report on the comparative perfonnance of JPEG, subband and wavelet coders.
CODING TECHNIOUES
We are considering the following coding techniques:
JPEG Coder: This DCT based coder is a standard for still image coding. It includes the option, in the error free encoding of quantized coefficients, of using a Huffman coder or an Arithmetic coder. The JPEG coder uses a weight matrix for the truncation and quantization of transform coefficients. This weight matrix can be scaled by a single parameter, denoted the JPEG quality factor.
Of principal interest to us are subband and wavelets coders, which are predicated, in good part, for their promise of achieving good image quality at low bit rates [2] . We should also note our interest in perceptually transparent coding, that is to say encoding methods which results in imperceptible loss of image quality [1, 3] . The approach we follow is to make direct use of visual perception in the choice of the image representation. Preliminary results indicate that substantially better results than error free JPEG coding can be achieved with such schemes. Perceptually transparent coding will not be pursued in this paper.
Subband Coder: We are considering the subband coding scheme in [4] . The number of bands is 28, the 16 taps QMF bank which is denoted at 15B in [5] is used. Each subband is encoded with Lloyd-Max quantizer and Huffman coder. Bits are optimally allocated for each band to minimize the total mean square error for a given bit rate.
Wavelet Coder: We also study a wavelet coding scheme. The number of bands is 10, the 8 taps Daubechies wavelet filter [6] is used. The coding scheme for each band is the same as for the subband coder.
PICTURE OUALITY SCALE PQS
A picture quality scale, PQS, has been developed, that provides an objective measure well correlated (r=O.88) with the mean opinion score of observers. PQS is based on 5 distortion factors, {F1} i=1,...,5, which quantify types of errors readily observed in image coding [7] . Factors Fl and F2 refer to random errors, with different weighting, based on properties of perception. F3 refers to the quite perceptible end of block discontinuity observed in transform coders. F4 and F5 refer to structured errors, such as ringing, induced by image structure.
These five factors are, of course, quite correlated with each other. A principal component analysis, carried out by evaluation of the covariance matrix of the distortion factors, demonstrates that only 3 eigenvalues account for 98% of the total error energy. These principal components, Z1, Z2, Z3 are then combined to generate PQS by the equation PQS=b+ bZ1 (1) The {bj} are partial regression coefficients experimentally determined by correlating equation (1) with the mean opinion score (MOS) of a group of observers.
For subband coders, and at high quality, factors F4 and F5, which quantify structure errors, are dominant. F4 measure the correlation or structure of errors everywhere in an image. F5 measures random and structured errors in the vicinity of high contrast transitions, where large errors occur and are commonly visible, although they are partially masked by the image transition and activity.
RESIDUAL NOISE EFFECTS
Most images are corrupted by a significant amount of noise. In fact the properties of human perception have implicitly set the objective standards of noise for acceptable image quality for use in the direct viewing of images. In coding, the original images are assumed to be error or noise free. This is an acceptable assumption if the desired quality of the encoded image is fairly low, but may be inappropriate for very high quality image coding. Later in this paper, we discuss the effect of adaptive noise reduction on coding performance.
S. IMPROVEMENT OF CODING TECHNIOUES
Any image coding technique can be decomposed into three successive signal processing operations.
1. The image representation that transforms the original image into an alternate description with some desirable properties.
For instance, transform coding techniques, achieve energy compaction and redundancy reduction by the use of basis vectors which adaptively remove high frequency components. Since high frequency regions are less common in images, a few transform vectors represent accurately even complex images.
Quantization of the representation.
The image representation is quantized according to some prescribed rules. For instance, an quantization weight matrix is used in transition coders to select the quantizer step size that achieves a good compromise between quantization and quality.
:3. Error free coding of quantized data.
Various techniques are used, most often in combination, so as to minimize the bit rate once the representation and quantization operations have been carried out. In the JPEG coder, a combination of a zig-zag scan in the transform domain is followed by a run length coder of the location of non zero coefficients. The coding of non zero, retained coefficients is then carried out using an Huffman code or an arithmetic code.
In the improvement of coding teëhniques, we first assume that the representation used in the coding scheme is given. The error free coding methods are also fixed for the purpose of this study. Thus, the work focuses on the improvement of the performance of the coder that can achieved by changes in the coefficient quantization rules. These improvements will be based on the picture quality scale matrix PQS which provides an objective, but complex, distortion metric, in good agreement with subjective evaluation of quality. We describe briefly, our methodology in the next section.
DESIGN OF A QUANTIZATION TH1ESHOLD MATRIX FOR INCREMENTAL IMPROVEMENT
Consider the parametric representation of the rate and the distortion for a transform, subband or wavelet coder, R(cj) and D(c) where is the set of thresholds, which for all standard algorithms are an array of values dependent on a single parameter . This gives the equation (2) which is the relationship between a new threshold matrix and the threshold matrix ,which is the base reference system. Our goal is to determine a new quantization matrix which provides a improved performance with respect to the existing scheme. That requires a choice of for which R(D) is improved, in the R, D plane as compared to the reference scheme. For any quantization rule, we have the following incremental formulae i\R = F--1 Aa
L6aJ -Assume that R1() and D1(cth denote the reference system, and R2 and D2 denote the curves of a new path in parametric space not described by equation 2 given above.
For the reference coding the R(D) curve is the usual rate versus distortion curve as shown in Figure 1 . The operating point, determined by , is thus one point on that curve and the tangent is the slope at the operating point with components AR, and AD.
We have therefore, incrementally
But, (ARi, Di) and (R2, 2) are the components of vectors in the R(D) plane. (ARi, Di) are components of the tangent described above, for the reference coder.
Incremental improvement in performance may occur if the choice of 6x2 is such that the line determined by AR2 and '2 is orthogonal to the tangent defined by and
The equation for motion orthogonal to the reference curve can also be written as:
TATA + aTBTB =0 or [c1 + c2J&c = 0 (8) where ci = 1T A TA and C2 &iTBTB , are known vectors.
We now perform a search in the R(D) space by variations of the vector which specifies the quantization matrix. Because we have available the PQS picture quality scale, we use that perceptual scale for the distortion measure D. Thus the incremental improvement procedure is as follows:
1 . Startfor a given coding scheme and quantization rule, denoted reference coder.
2. Determine the rate versus PQS trade off in the reference coder.
3. For a given operating point, specified by vector , find a direction incrementally orthogonal to the R(PQS) curve in the reference coder.
4. Conduct a numerical search to minimize R or PQS for an incremental change in constrained by (8) and magnitude constraint threshold.
Some modifications of this algorithmic procedure are under study. The results obtained for a wavelet coder are shown in Figure 1 .
IMAGE REPRESENTATION BASED ON PERCEPTUAL CRITERIA
In section 5, we discussed briefly the decomposition of coding techniques into image representation, quantization rule, and error free coder. In section 6 we described a method for incremental improvement of performance for a given representation by modification of the quantization rules. We discuss briefly here work currently under way to obtain a new image representation based or perceptual criteria.
We have shown in previous work on a linear filter design methodology which provides visually improved results as compared to frequency domain filter design techniques [8, 9] .
Consider Hjd(f) to be the ideal frequency characteristics to be approximated, and u(x)to be the step response to be approximated. The step response of the system â(x) is given by i2(x) = h(x) (h(x) * u(x)). (9) We define two functionals, I and '2, by the following weighted integral squares. Thus the filter design problem is to determine h(x) that minimizes ii and such that '2 takes a fixed given value which provides good visual appearance. The design of FIR filters for this method has been applied successfully to several applications in image processing [8, 9] We are studying the extension of this methodology to the design of subband filters, by considering the conditions for perfect reconstruction for quadrature mirror filters as well as conditions (10) and (1 1) above. The goal is to improve the visual quality of subband coders.
ADAPTIVE NOISE REDUCTION
Noise has a large effect on the performance of coders at high quality [10] . We are pursuing noise reduction methods which maintain the perceived quality of the image while reducing the objective noise. We have found that adaptive noise reduction by anisotropic diffusion can substantially reduce the noise while maintaining the structured image details, important to perceiving image quality [11, 12] .
In adaptive noise reduction, an iterative data dependent filtering algorithm is used. It can be shown that filtering with a family of Gaussian filter kernel G(x,n,t) with variance parameter t, i.e.
I(x,y,t) = I(x,y) * G(x,y,t) where subscripts denote partial derivatives. For anisotropic diffusion, the constant equivalent to the conduction coefficient C(x,y,t) of (14) is not constant, so that It = C(x,y,t)V21 + vcvI = div[C(x,y,t)VI] (15) Here C = g(VI), where g( ) is a nonlinear function to be specified. For example, we may use g(VI) = exp(_(VI)2) k2 (16) that will provide smoothing which is dependent on the image gradient. The goal is to smooth flat portions of images while preserving gradients and edges. This method has been used successfully to design FIR filters that reduce substantially by iteration the background noise without visible impairment to the image. This operation is very effective in improving the performance of coders, as shown in Figure 1 , for which the noise was reduced by more than 6dB with respect to the original.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on a new approach to the evaluation of image coders and to the design of such coders, with emphasis on high quality coding. It should be clear from this brief exposition that there are a number of distinct investigations to be followed, and that the potential performance improvements of the use of appropriate distortion measure , incremental improvements and adaptive noise reduction are substantial. 
